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Misclassi�cation of Workers: What Are
Your Options When You Get It Wrong?
Some of the most common worker classi�cation issues occur from misclassi�cation
of employees as independent contractors, and classifying common law employees as
statutory employees.

Apr. 14, 2016

As we embark on a new year we often use the phrase “out with the old and in with
the new”. This may be the slogan that businesses perhaps should adapt at it relates to
their taxes and the way they operate. What has worked in the past does not mean it
will work in the future, particularly when mistakes or poor decisions have been
made, and a business owner runs the risk of getting audited.
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A very problematic area for the government and businesses alike is the
misclassi�cation of workers. It has been a growing trend in the last two decades,
especially during the housing boom in 1990’s, where employers in the construction
industry would classify workers as independent contractors even though it was clear
they didn’t meet the requirements under the common law rules.

The problem has escalated in recent years as the economy suffered the recession and
businesses of all sizes look for ways to cut costs and increase their bottom line
pro�ts. Because of the billions of dollars lost from employment taxes, the IRS has
started to increase enforcement on worker classi�cation.

Some of the most common worker classi�cation issues occur from misclassi�cation
of employees as independent contractors, and classifying common law employees as
statutory employees.

Employment audits can occur at the federal or state level, and with most states
having contracts with the federal government, many labor audits begin by state
labor agencies with the audit �ndings being submitted to the Internal Revenue
Service. This should be of particular interest to businesses that get audited by their
state labor department because what may seem as a non-signi�cant state audit can
turn into a federal case with serious consequences.

A worker classi�cation audit can be triggered due to various reasons. A high number
of 1099-MISC being �led can trigger an audit, a random audit can occur, or a current
or former disgruntled worker can �le Form SS-8 requesting that the IRS make a
determination on their worker classi�cation status.

A worker submitting Form SS-8 doesn’t necessarily trigger the IRS to conduct an
audit, but it certainly can be an element that opens Pandora’s Box. As I always tell
clients, it boils down to the magnitude of the case and how much money the
government can get from the audit. Of course, that is not to say that a small employer
with a handful of employees won’t get under audit for misclassifying their workers.  

Businesses that misclassify their workers can either be proactive to solve the
problem, or they can hedge their bets that they won’t get caught and it will never
become a problem. After all, don’t we often hear that you don’t have a problem
unless you are caught doing something wrong? This thought process isn’t always the
best when it pertains to taxes and misclassifying workers. Depending on the position
a business takes will determine which course of action can be taken to resolve the
worker classi�cation issues.
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The three options available are to either do nothing and keep doing it wrong, which
is not the best solution, enter the Classi�cation Settlement Program (CSP) under the
Section 530 Relief program, or enter the Voluntary Classi�cation Settlement Program
(VCSP), which the IRS released in Announcement 2011-64 and later modi�ed in
Announcement 2012-45 in an effort to clarify certain aspects of the program and
make it easier for employers to apply for acceptance into the program.

Since worker classi�cation is a complex matter, and the Voluntary Classi�cation
Settlement Program is the easiest and best �t for many employers, we will review the
elements of the VCSP in this article.

An employer can be proactive and submit Form 8952 Application for Voluntary
Classi�cation Settlement Program, which if accepted mitigates the majority of the
risk that the business is exposed too from misclassi�cation of its workers. Under the
original VCSP program an employer could not be under audit before applying, but
with the modi�ed Announcement 2012-45, a taxpayer can apply for the VCSP
program even if they are under audit providing that it’s not an employment
examination.

Keep in mind that an audit can quickly expand into an employment exam if the
revenue agent identi�es a worker classi�cation problem, particularly if it is a
signi�cantly large case that can generate a big tax bill for the government. If an audit
expands into an employment exam it prohibits the employer from being accepted in
the VCSP program.

Therefore, it is wise for an employer with worker classi�cation issues to submit the
Voluntary Classi�cation Settlement Program application before any problems occur.
Aside from this main requirement an employer must meet six other requirements in
order to qualify for the Voluntary Classi�cation Settlement Program.

1. The employer must not currently be under audit for worker classi�cation by their
state labor department or state revenue department.

2. The employer must currently be treating the workers they are looking to reclassify
as independent contractors or other nonemployees.

3. The employer must have consistently treated the workers as independent
contractors for the previous three years.

4. The employer must have consistently met the tax �ling obligations during the
previous three years by �ling the required Forms 1099-MISC.

5. If an employer is a member of an af�liated group no company in the group may be
under an employment audit by the IRS, or any state agency in order for the
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employer to qualify for the VCSP program.
6. An employer who has previously been audited by the IRS or State Department of

Labor for worker classi�cation can be accepted into the VCSP program as long as
they have complied with the results of the audit.

If the employer meets the above requirements they should be accepted into the
Voluntary Classi�cation Settlement Program. You will notice one of the requirements
is �ling of Forms 1099-MISC for the prior three years. It is very important the
employers get this aspect of it correct. As I always say, if you are going to get it wrong
make sure you get it wrong all along the way. You can’t treat your workers as
independent contractors but not issue Form 1099-MISC or not �le them with the
IRS.

By being proactive a business can minimize the potential tax nightmare for a fraction
of what it would otherwise pay under an audit, which ultimately can force a business
to close its doors if it can’t pay the huge tax bill. Once accepted into the program the
employer pays 10% of the amount of employment taxes that would have been due on
the compensation paid to the workers being reclassi�ed for the most recent tax year.

The taxes are calculated under the reduced rates of IRC §3509(a) which makes it
affordable for the employer to settle their wrong doings for a very small amount. The
business can apply for the VCSP program for one or multiple classes of workers. It is
not necessary to apply for all classes of workers, but you must apply for all workers
within a class or group. You can’t pick and choose depending on what will provide
the lowest tax bill.

Let’s look at the example of United Manufacturing, a small business with 50
employees all misclassi�ed as independent contractors for the last six years it has
been in business. United Manufacturing pays each of its workers $36,000 annually
for a total payroll $1,800,000 in 2014. Assuming the business meets the VCSP
requirements and gets accepted into the program, it will only pay $19,224 to enter the
program. A factor of 10.68% will be used to compute the tax liability for tax year 2014
since all employees are under the social security wage base.

$1,800,000 salaries x 10.68% factor for FICA & Federal Income Tax Withholding  
$192,240

$192,240 x 10% Tax Due                                                                                $ 19,224         
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United Manufacturing will enter the VCSP program and will have their prior years
worker classi�cation issues resolved for far less than if they were to get audited.
Furthermore, the business will not have to pay penalties or interest, and will not
have any exposure for prior year’s worker classi�cation issues, and cannot be placed
under audit for employment taxes for the years prior to entering the program.

Using the same example as above, if United Manufacturing does not apply for the
VCSP and the IRS conducts an audit for worker classi�cation the tax liability is
astronomically higher. The business will have a tax liability of approximately
$974,250 which does not include interest. United Manufacturing also runs the risk of
having other years placed under audit. Additionally, the owner or responsible parties
will face a Trust Fund Penalty of 100% which is another serious problem.

$1,800,000 salaries x 7.65% employer FICA                                                 $137,700

$1,800,000 salaries x 7.65% employee FICA                                                  $137,700

$1,800,000 salaries x 28% federal backup withholding                                            $504,000

Total tax liability                                                                                           $779,400

25% Penalty                                                                                                    $194,850

Total Taxes and Penalties                                                                             $974,250

(The �gures above are for illustration purposes only and you should check the latest tax
brackets and penalty percentages when consulting your clients).

Unlike other IRS programs such as the Offer-In-Compromise that requires the
taxpayer to submit a percentage as a down payment with the application
submission, the Voluntary Classi�cation Settlement Program does not require the
employer to pay the 10% taxes until they are accepted into the program. If the
employer is denied for any reason it doesn’t cost them any money.

As you work with your business clients, whether it is during tax season or
throughout the year, it is imperative that you review the policies and procedures your
clients have in effect, and make recommendations to those who have potential
worker classi�cation problems. The IRS and state labor agencies are on high
enforcement and nobody is immune from this problem. Small and big businesses are
at risk if they get it wrong, and the government won’t hesitate to knock on the door.

——————-
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Inc., in Atlanta, Ga., where he works with individual and business tax clients, and
represents clients before the IRS and state labor agencies. A self-made entrepreneur
and real estate investor, Andrew is an author, national speaker and nationally
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Series and author of various tax articles. Contact him at www.savvytaxguy.com.
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